When did you take your last XRY training? XRY has been in a constant state of development since 2003. Is your XRY Certification over one year old? Considering that we have over four major releases annually packed with new features and functions, it means there may have been several new versions of XRY software released since your last certification.

Each new release brings significant changes in the functionality and features of XRY and its capabilities to recover more data from mobile devices. Therefore, we offer an 8 hour on-demand refresher training course to get you back up to speed and ensure your XRY training remains valid.

If you want to continue to demonstrate your competency in XRY as a professional mobile device examiner and get the most out of all the latest features, then this course is for you.

Course Description

The on-demand XRY Refresher course summarizes the very latest version of XRY and its functions compacted into an 8 hour self-paced online course for experienced practitioners. The course includes new updates and XRY features you need to know for both the logical and physical extraction tools.

The course is made up of several modules so you can decide to take the course from beginning to end or pick and choose the modules that are the most relevant to your update needs.

The training will present what is now possible compared to older versions of the software and will show you what types of new devices and extractions are possible on the thousands of different device profiles we support.

"Continue to demonstrate your competency in XRY as a professional mobile device examiner and get the most out of all the latest features"